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Abstract: Transportation system disruption due to a disaster results in "ripple effects" throughout the
entire transportation system of a metropolitan region. Many researchers have focused on the economic
costs of transportation system disruptions in transportation-related industries, specifically within com-
merce and logistics, in the assessment of the regional economic costs. However, the foundation of an
assessment of the regional economic costs of a disaster needs to include the evaluation of consumer sur-
plus in addition to the direct cost for reconstruction of the regional transportation system. The objective
of this study is to propose a method to estimate the regional consumer surplus based on indirect eco-
nomic costs of a disaster on intermodal transportation systems in the context of diverting vehicles and
trains. The computational methods used to assess the regional indirect economic costs sustained by the
highway and railroad system can utilize readily available state departments of transportation (DOTs)
and metropolitan planning organizations (MPOs) traffic models allowing prioritization of regional re-
covery plans after a disaster and strengthening of infrastructure before a disaster. Hurricane Katrina is
one of the most devastating hurricanes in the history of the United States. Due to the significance of
Hurricane Katrina, a case study is presented to evaluate consumer surplus in the Gulf Coast Region of
Mississippi. Results from the case study indicate the costs of rerouting and congestion delays in the re-
gional highway system and the rent costs of right-of-way in the regional railroad system are major fac-
tors of the indirect costs in the consumer surplus.
Key words: consumer surplus; intermodal transportation; economic impact; disaster relief; diverted
traffic
1 Introduction
The United States has experienced multiple disasters
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in the past 10 years that have caused significant
destruction to many types of infrastructure systems,
resulting in immense economic impact to the affected
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2 Literature review
2 .1 Transportation economic impact study
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nomic costs based on diverting vehicles and trains in a
region due to a disaster is critical.
To demonstrate the capabilities of the research, a
case study of the worst natural disaster in the history
of the U. S. , Hurricane Katrina, was reviewed spe-
cifically for the Gulf Coast Region of Mississippi
where the highway and railroad facilities were the
most heavily damaged (Zhang 2010) and that made
the regional economy crippled .
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Input-Output (I-a) models are widely used in eco-
nomic impact studies for transportation disruptions due
to their ability to be manipulated for specific scope of
use. Recent research includes three distinctly different
methods to the use of an 1-0 model for specific goals.
Hu ( 2008 ) developed a method for evaluating the
economic impact of freight disruptions due to highway
closures , applying these impacts to calculate the indi-
rect costs incurred by a market as a whole. Kim et al.
(2002 ) used a multiregional I-a model and a regional
commodity flow model to estimate and evaluate the
economic impacts of a catastrophic earthquake based
on hypothetical scenarios. Seetharaman et al. ( 2003 )
utilized a demand-side I-a model to evaluate the eco-
nomic benefits of a proposed freight policy for a six-
county region in Illinois. Okuyama (2007) integrated
I-0 model with Social Accounting Matrix (SAM)
analysis to analyze the correlations among transporta-
region. These disasters range from flooding in the
mid-west, tornados in Oklahoma, to two of the cost-
liest hurricanes to hit the coastline. One infrastructure
system that is highly susceptible to damage is the
transportation system which is the foundation to socie-
ty. According to the research of Kreis et al. ( 2006) .
state departments of transportation (DOTs ) are inter-
ested in the economic impact of transportation projects
to prepare infrastructure and to have emergency funds
available. In addition , DOTs and metropolitan plan-
ning organizations (MPOs) can use the economic im-
pact analysis of a disaster to support the best restora-
tion plan to mitigate economic costs following a disas-
ter and the use of pre-disaster funds to strengthen in-
frastructure and prepare for potential loss.
Determining the regional economic costs that result
from a disaster may help minimize disaster related rip-
ple effects throughout the transportation network.
There are two types of economic costs associated with
disruption to the transportation infrastructure, direct
economic costs and indirect economic costs. The di-
rect economic costs are the costs that relate to the res-
toration or reconstruction of the transportation system.
These costs are pure calculations based on current
construction costs , economic variables and standard
growth rates. The indirect economic costs are the ad-
ditional costs incurred by diverting vehicles and trains
in the entire transportation system, also known as
consumer surplus. Consumer surplus due to a disaster
is represented by the grey shaded area ABeD, in
Fig. 1( Nicholson and Du 1997 ).
The indirect economic costs that are the basis for
consumer surplus become a difficult computation be-
cause they are imbedded within the use of the infra-
structure. such as costs of rerouting traffic, emis-
sions, and congestion delays. Additionally, data nee-
ded to determine pre and post costs may be very diffi-
CUlt , if not impossible to collect after a disaster. Al-
though there are many approaches for estimating the
economic loss after a disaster, the challenges to any
type of economic study of a disaster include the dy-
namics of travel demand in private and freight vehi-
cles, the dynamics of traffic patterns and the dynam-
ics of the transportation network. It is for these rea-
sons that a methodology to estimate the indirect eco-
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tion network interruptions and higher order effects.
Stewart (2006) introduced REMI TranSightTM In
evaluating the economic impacts of transportation im-
provement projects. Stewart ( 2006) stated briefly the
difference between the REMI model and the 1-0 mod-
el is that the I-0 model is static or is only used for
short-term forecasting, while REMI is a dynamic
model that can be used for both forward forecasting
and backward prediction. Weisbrod (2008) indicated
that REMI-TranSight could work synergistically with
REMI-Policy for determining the impact of transporta-
tion projects with REMI-Policy Insight.
Kreis et al. (2006) assisted with the Kentucky
Transportation Cabinet (KTC) evaluation software
for the economic impacts of proposed transportation
projects. Upon review of 13 available economic im-
pact analysis programs, two software packages meet-
ing the KTC's expectations were recommended:
Transportation Economic Development Impact System
( TREDIS ), developed by the Economic Develop-
ment Research Group, Inc. (EDR), and TranSight.
Both programs require a travel demand model to gen-
erate vehicle miles traveled (VMT ) and vehicle hours
traveled (VHT) as inputs and have the capability to
evaluate proposed transportation projects on economic
development.
Weisbrod and Reno (2009) conducted a report
measuring economic influence of investing in public
transportation through the assessment of indirect and
direct economic impacts associated with travelers'
long-term access and cost reduction by continuing
public transportation investment. In another policy ex-
ample, the software assisted Cambridge Systematics,
Inc. et al. (2008) evaluated the total regional
economic impacts of Appalachian Development High-
way System completion based on travel time, cost,
and market access to the development of regional im-
pact.
The versatility and specificity of these software pro-
grams and add on packages give power to evaluators
of programs, empirical evident to support public fun-
ding, and real impacts to discuss with the general
public during the vetting and voting phases of public
infrastructure planning.
22 Methods for evaluating economic impacts of
transportation &y&em dlsuptions
Tatano and Tsuchiya (2008) presented an analytical
method for estimating economic loss due to transpor-
tation network disruption based on the impacts on
transit time and transportation costs. In their study, a
spatial computable general equilibrium (SCGE) mod-
el was developed to capture attributes related to time
and integrated into a transportation network.
Gordon et al. (1998) developed an economic im-
pact model utilizing the Southern California Planning
Model (SCPM), based on special allocation meth-
ods, to quantify direct and indirect losses over an ana-
lyzed region. SCPM was later improved with a model
for evaluating regional economic impacts by integra-
ting a transportation network into their existing inter-
industry model (Gordon et al. 1998). The model
was further enhanced (Sohn et al. 2003) based on
the methods developed by Kim et al. (2002) with
two types of costs: final demand loss and transport
cost increase. Chang (2000) evaluated the influence
of transportation system interruptions caused by disas-
ters on long-term economic impacts.
Hu (2008) developed a method for evaluating the
economic impact of freight disruption due to highway
closure, in which three assessment areas were consid-
ered: private operating cost, scheduling and logistics
cost, and indirect market cost. Private operating cost
belongs to the direct cost of freight transportation dis-
ruption. Wesemann et al. (1996) introduced a meth-
od for calculating the cost of delay for four major
freeways in Los Angeles interrupted by the 1994
Northridge earthquake. in the analysis included per-
sonal delays, truck delays and additional fuel costs
due to detours. Rolfe (2011 ) proposed a methodolo-
gy for assessing the indirect economic impacts due to
transportation network interruptions. Two aspects,
economic loss caused by local business shutdown,
and economic loss based on delay and rerouting cost
from road closure and road capacity reduction, were
considered. Their results showed consistency although
these two aspects are from different economic con-
cepts.
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In this section, a detailed method for estimating indi-
rect economic costs is presented. Factors of indirect
transportation economic impacts are introduced for the
highway and railroad systems, respectively. For each
system, calculation procedures are described with
computational models.
3.1 Factors of indirect transportation economic
impacts
of estimating the indirect economic costs and their
usefulness reaches more than just the region impacted
by Hurricane Katrina. Local and state agencies have
the opportunity to utilize tools within this method to
plan and prepare their own communities for disasters.
The case study presented in this paper is a demonstra-
tion of the method in action. Although there are many
variables that make up economic impact models and
computations, diversions due to transportation disrup-
tions caused by disasters result in notable indirect eco-
nomic costs.
Most transportation researchers categorize the eco-
nomic impacts of recurrent or non-recurrent transpor-
tation system disruptions as either direct or indirect
costs. although they sometimes use different terms, as
observed in the literature review and other articles re-
lated to this topic. In this study, the direct transporta-
tion economic impacts are recognized as economic
costs due to the restoration of damaged or destroyed
transportation infrastructure.
The indirect transportation economic impacts are
the focus of this paper. Following previous studies
( Hu 2008; Wesemann et al. 1996; Weisbrod et al.
2001 ), the indirect economic costs of disruptions in
the highway system are the cost of rerouting delays,
the cost of congestion delays, and the cost of addi-
tional emissions and pavement maintenance. Disrup-
tions factors of the railroad system include the cost of
operation and the rail right-of-way rental costs. Un-
derlying indirect economic costs such as logistics
costs. business interruptions costs, and the costs of
ripple effects for the market are not discussed in this
study.
2.3 Analysis of various economic impacts of Hur-
ricane Katrina
There are many studies focus on various impacts due
to Hurricane Katrina. Burton and Hicks (2005) esti-
mated the initial economic losses due to damages to
commercial, residential, and infrastructural buildings
by Hurricane Katrina in the States of Alabama, Loui-
siana, and Mississippi. These methods utilized a pre-
viously developed model, which assumed the mone-
tary loss to specific categories of flood damages had
functional relation with economic and demographic
characteristics as classified prior to the disaster and
flood attributes. According to the analysis, the pre-
liminary total cost of damages was approximately
156 billion $. Hallegatte (2008) evaluated the total
economic loss caused by Katrina in the State of Loui-
siana using an adjusted Input-Output method. Accord-
ing to this author's analysis, the total cost was esti-
mated at 149 billion $, and the direct loss equaled
107 billion $ (the reconstruction cost). Each meth-
od results in a range of impact costs.
Vigdor (2008) analyzed the economic impact of
Hurricane Katrina on New Orleans with respect to the
population and the housing and labor markets. Brink-
mann and Ragas (2006) evaluated the economic loss
due to flood damage of single-family residential struc-
tures in Orleans Parish with respect to evaluating the
monetary investment of rebuilding versus the return or
worth. A separate analysis prepared by Petterson et
aI. (2006) assessed the impacts of Hurricane Katrina
on the disaster area with respect to social, demo-
graphic, cultural, economic, and political aspects.
2.4 Summary
According to the research of Kreis et al. ( 2006) , an
easily developed and useful method must be proposed
for use by states which do not currently have access to
economic assessment software. Many researchers
have focused the economic impacts of transportation
system disruptions on transportation-related industries,
specifically within commerce and logistics. However,
there has not been much focus on the indirect eco-
nomic cost incurred by transportation system disrup-
tions, which is a major component of the total eco-
nomic cost of a disaster. As noted above, the purpose
3 Development method for
indirect transportation
cost
estimating
economic
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(3)
ger car ( $ ); c~P is hourly value of travel time of a
non-passenger car ( $ ).
3.2.1.2 Goff of additional emieions and pave-
ment maintenance
In addition to travel time cost, the cost of additional
emissions and pavement maintenance is accounted
using Eqs. (4) and (5).
(4)
(5)
D"P2 V"P2 (c"PS, _ c"PSS )
ri rj e e
I: = I v;'/ (D~/ c~SO - D~;' C~S2) +
;=1
where D~/ is average travel distance of diverted pas-
senger cars on detour route r, ( mile) ; D:~l is average
travel distance of diverted non-passenger cars on de-
tour route ri ( mile); D~i is average travel distance of
diverted passenger cars on their regular route before a
disaster (mile) ; D:;-' is average travel distance of di-
verted non-passenger cars on their regular route before
a disaster (mile); D~: is average travel distance of
passenger cars that regularly travel on route ri ( mile) ;
D:P2 is average travel distance of non-passenger cars
I
that regularly travel on route ri ( mile); v;'i2 is total
volume of passenger carsthat regularly travel on route
t, before a disaster (veh) ; ~P2 is total volume of non-
I
passenger carsthat regularly travel on route r i before a
disaster (veh) ; c~s is emission cost per mile for pas-
senger cars with average speed S ( $ ); c~ps is emis-
sion cost per mile for non-passenger cars with average
speed s ( $ ) ; So is average speed of passenger cars
on route r, after a disaster (mph) ; Sl is average speed
of non-passenger cars on route r, after a disaster
( mph) ; S2 is average speed of diverted passenger cars
on their regular route before a disaster (mph) ; S3 is
average speed of diverted non-passenger cars on their
regular route before a disaster (mph); S4 is average
speed of passenger cars on route r, before a disaster
( mph) ; Ss is average speed of non-passenger cars on
route r, before a disaster (mph); c~ is pavement
maintenance cost per mile for passenger cars ( $ ) ;
(T:PI - T:PI) ~PI c*,
I I I
where n is total number of detour routes and i is its in-
dex; r:/ is average travel time of diverted passenger
cars on route r, after disruptions (h); T:PI is average
I
travel time of diverted non-passenger cars on route t,
after disruptions (h) ; r:i is average travel time of di-
verted passenger cars on their regular route before a
disaster, which are diverted to detour route r i after the
disaster (h); T:Pl is average travel time of diverted
I
non-passenger cars on their regular route before a dis-
aster, which are diverted to detour route ri after the
disaster (h); v;" is total volume of diverted passenger
I
cars detoured to route ri ( veh) ; ~P' is total volume of
I
diverted non-passenger cars detoured to route ri
( veh) ; c~ is hourly value of travel time for a passen-
I: = I (r:/ - r:n v;'/ c~ +
i=1
3.2 Development of method for indirect transpor-
tation economic costs
The computational methods used to determine the in-
direct costs of disruptions in highway and railroad sys-
tems are presented.
3.2.1 Highway syffem
The total economic cost of highway disruptions, F~
caused by a disaster includes both direct cost F~ and
indirect cost F~D as shown in Eq. ( 1 ) .
F~=F~+F~D (1)
All affected vehicles, including freight vehicles and
non-freight vehicles, are considered in determining
indirect costs in this study. The indirect economic
cost of disruption to a highway system has three major
components, as shown in Eq. (2).
F~D =1: +1: +~ +1: (2)
where I: is cost of rerouting delay on highway ($);
I: is cost of additional emissions ($); ~ is cost of
additional pavement maintenance ($); I: is cost of
congestion delay ($).
3.2.1.1 Goff of rerouting delays on highways
Vehicles are divided into two classes, including pas-
senger cars and non-passenger cars ( trucks). Based
on their different monetary values of travel time. The
cost of rerouting delays on highways is presented fol-
lowing Eq. (3).
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u
(8)
u-v
'" L. ( V!' ~PS8 + Vnp nps9 )L} I· e l;,Ce
j=1 J
ftI '" L ( t 1P P"6 + t,np cnps7 )s, =L j vi·ce VI) e
j=! J
I Lj ( Vi~~ + ~p.c::;) (9)j =1 J J
where L, is length of link Ij ( mile); S6 is average
speed of passenger cars on link Ij after a disaster
( mph) ; S7 is average speed of non-passenger cars on
link lj after a disaster (mph); SR is average speed of
passenger cars on link lj before a disaster (mph) ; S9
is average speed of non-passenger cars on link Ij be-
fore a disaster (mph).
u-v
presented below. The specific converting procedures
are provided in the complete study report of this re-
search (Zhang and Huang 2011). The link-based cal-
culation for cost of rerouting and congestion delays is
provided by Eq. (7).
I (TiYi~~ + T;P. ~p.ci ) (7 )
j=l J J J J
where u is total number of links in the highway sys-
tem and j is its index; v is number of interrupted links
after a disaster (disrupted links are assumed to have
larger indices) ; 1f. is average travel time of passenger
J
cars on link lj after disruption of the highway system
( h); 1f.. is average travel time of passenger cars on
J
link lj before disruption of the highway system (h) ;
T;P is average travel time of non-passenger cars on
J
link Ij after disruption of the highway system (h) ; T;P
J
is average travel time of non-passenger cars on link Ij
before disruption of the highway system (h); Vi is
J
volume of passenger cars on link Ij after disruption
( veh}, v:': is volume of non-passenger cars on link Ij
after disruption (veh); Vi· is volume of passenger
J
cars on link lj before disruption (veh); v;'~ is the
J
volume of non-passenger cars on link lj before disrup-
tion (veh).
Equations (8) and (9) are a similar link-based
formulation for the cost of additional emissions and
pavement maintenance.
(6)
t: = I (~: - ~n V;i2C~ +
;:::::1
where T,'2 is average travel time of passenger cars that
I
regularly travel on route r i after disruptions (h); r:~2
is average travel time of non-passenger cars that regu-
larly travel on route r j after disruptions (h) ; ~: is av-
erage travel time of passenger cars that regularly travel
on route ri before disruptions (h); r:? is average
travel time of non-passenger cars that regularly travel
on route r j before disruptions (h).
3.2.1.4 Link-bared calculation
The indirect economic costs associated with highway
disruptions are calculated above based on vehicle
routes. However, in reality, it is difficult, if not im-
possible, to obtain the information regarding every di-
verted vehicle's specific route changes after the dis-
ruptions because vehicles can change their routes at
any intersection, and the unknown of how the volume
will increase on a route due to the change in traffic
patterns.
In a transportation network, a route is composed of
links. A link represents a section of a highway from
one intersection to the next intersection. It is easier to
identify the volume changes on links before and after
a disaster. Thus, converting a route-based calculation
method into a link-based computational approach is
C:;:' is pavement maintenance cost per mile for non-
passenger cars ( $ ).
Particularly, the emission cost factors c~s and c:ps
are commonly associated with average speed. The
emission-speed curve (Barth and Boriboonsomsin
2009) , which usually has a "U" shaped pattern, is
used to estimate the emission values at different con-
gestion levels. In addition, a truck consumes nearly
90 times the pavement maintenance cost per mile of a
passenger car (Gibby et al. 1990). Hence, c:;:' is
equivalent to 90c~.
3.2.1.3 COS of conqesion delay
Diverting vehicles increases the traffic volume on the
detour routes. The additional traffic causes an in-
crease in delay or travel time for vehicles that travel
the same routes regularly. This cost is referred to as
the cost of congestion delays and is calculated using
Eq. (6).
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3.2.2 Railroad Sf!iem
A method similar to that in the highway system model
is used to calculate the indirect economic cost for the
railroad system. Similar to Eq. (1 ) , the total cost of
disruptions to a railroad system, F~ can be obtained
by adding both direct cost of F~ and indirect cost of
Ffo as Eq. (10) .
F~ = F~ +F~ (10)
The indirect cost for the railroad system consists of
the operating costs of the additional distance traveled
by diverted trains and rail rent fee of right-of-way.
The detour tracks in the railroad network could be
easily identified. Thus, a route-based calculation is
used for the railroad network. The indirect economic
cost can be calculated as follow
K
F~ = I DrkVk(co +C r ) -Drk,Vkco (11)
k=!
where K is total number of detour railroad routes; k is
its index; Drk is travel distance of diverted trains on
railroad route rk after interruption (mile) ; D rk, is regu-
lar travel distance of trains before disruption that will
be detoured to railroad route rk (mile); Vk is total vol-
ume of trains that will be detoured to railroad route
r k (train) ; Co is operating cost per train-mile ( $ ) ;
c
r
is track rental fee per train-mile ( $ ) .
4 Case study: Hurricane Katrina and in-
direct transportation economic costs
to Mississippi Gulf Coast Region
The Gulf Coast Region in the State of Mississippi was
severely impacted by Hurricane Katrina in 2005. In-
formation regarding the Gulf Coast Region in the State
of Mississippi during Hurricane Katrina below is
found in a report (Zhang 2010 ) .
For the highway system, although all roads along
the Gulf Coast were affected by the hurricane, most
of the state highways in the area were reopened one
week after the storm. The only major highway closed
for an extension was a stretch of the U. S. 90 along
the coast. The U. S. 90 reopened in February, 2006
with a minimum of one lane operating (eastbound)
and all lanes were reopened by December, 2006.
Two of the U. S. 90' s vital bridges, the Bay St. Lou-
is Bridge and Biloxi Bay Bridge, remained closed for
reconstruction. The U. S. 90 Bridge between Bay St.
Louis and Pass Christian was reopened with two lanes
on May 17, 2007 and with four lanes in January,
2008. The Biloxi-Ocean Springs Bridge was reopened
to traffic in November, 2007 (Grenzeback and Luk-
mann 2009).
Additionally, Interstate 10 (1-10) over the Pasca-
goula River Basin (eastbound) also experienced dam-
age during Hurricane Katrina. The Mississippi De-
partment of Transportation (MDOT) restored one
lane of traffic in each direction on I-lOusing the un-
damaged westbound span for a distance of three mi-
les. By October 1st, 2005, MDOT reopened the
bridge and restored four-lane traffic on 1-10. Some
spans of the Popps Ferry Bridge were damaged by
Hurricane Katrina and restoration was completed on
December 23, 2005.
For the railroad system, the CSX rail line was de-
stroyed by the storm surge. The company's rail line
along the coast was closed for over five months (Gre-
nzeback and Lukrnann 2009), and traffic was diver-
ted due to the destruction of the railroad bridge across
the Bay St. Louis The company's truck volume was
reduced from 37201 carloads per month before Kat-
rina to 26968 carloads per month after Katrina. The
Port of Bienville Railroad was closed over approxi-
mately 80% of its 14. 5-mile track after Katrina and
its connection with CSX was completely demolished.
In this research, it is assumed that there was no in-
termodal traffic exchange or shift during the period of
interruption of the intermodal transportation systems.
The study period to estimate the indirect economic
costs due to Hurricane Katrina was one week after the
disaster.
4.1 Highway network modeling
4.1.1 Networkmodeling tools
4.1.1.1 TransCAD
After obtaining the calibrated TransCAD model from
Gulf Regional Planning Commission (GRPC) , the
research team collected socio-economic data in order
to generate travel demand data. The specific proce-
dures for the data collection and data process are pres-
ented in a study report conducted by the research team
(Zhang 2010).
Two travel demand data sets were generated by the
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TransCAD model: 2005 (pre-disaster) and 2006
( post-disaster). The pre-disaster travel demand data
was generated in the study report (Zhang 2010) using
the original TransCAD model and applying socio-eco-
nomic data collected before Katrina, population and
employment. The process of generating the demand
data approximated the traffic pattern before Katrina.
The process required to generate the post-disaster
travel demand data was not straightforward. During
the study period, one week after Katrina occurred,
sections of the U. S. 90 from the Bay St. Louis
Bridge to the Biloxi Bay Bridge (including the two
bridges) were damaged; the capacity of the section of
1-10 over the Pascagoula River Basin was reduced by
50% due to the disaster. Thus, the research team
modified the TransCAD network according to these
disruptions and the capacity reduction of the highway
network after Katrina. The demand data was also gen-
erated in the study report (Zhang 2010) using the
TransCAD model and applying the revised roadway
network and socio-economic data such as population
and employment collected after Katrina. The demand
generation process approximated the traffic pattern af-
ter Katrina. Two types of vehicles, "Private Occu-
pancy Vehicles" (POVs) and Trucks, were incorpo-
rated into the TransCAD model (Neel-Schaffer Inc.
and Wilbur Smith Associates 2007). Hereinafter,
POV denotes passenger cars.
4.1.1.2 VISUM
The Equilibrium assignment in VISUM was selected
as the traffic assignment method. In this research, the
travel demand data from TransCAD was average daily
traffic (ADT). The static Equilibrium assignment of
daily traffic could not capture the hourly variations in
traffic pattern. The research team applied continuous
equilibrium assignments for each hour of a day, i. e. ,
24 times. In the "Parameters Equilibrium Assignment
Procedure" window of VISUM, selectthe option titled
" Use current assignment result as initial solution" .
4.1.2 Scenario analyss in VISUM
To evaluate the indirect economic cost of Katrina due
to the disruption and capacity reduction of the high-
way system, three scenarios were defined: scenario 0
(original network before the disaster), scenario 1
(original network after the disaster, or a hypothetical
Vi Wen et al.
scenario), and scenario 2 (disrupted network after
the disaster). Their detailed descriptions are provided
below.
Scenario 0 (original network from TransCAD mod-
el provided by GRPC) : in this scenario, the highway
network represents the highway system of the research
area before the disaster. The highway network is
complete, and no disruptions or capacity reductions
exist. The pre-disaster demand data is used and as-
signed to the entire network by VISUM.
Scenario 1 (original network after the disaster) :
this scenario is actually a hypothetical scenario. In
this scenario, the highway network is also complete,
with no disruptions and no capacity reductions in the
highway system, which is identical to the highway
network before the disaster. The post-disaster demand
data is then assigned to the complete network by VI-
SUM.
Scenario 2 (disrupted network after the disaster) :
corresponding to scenario 1, the VISUM network in
scenario 2 is the actual road network during the study
period. The post-disaster demand data is then utilized
and assigned to the entire disrupted network by VI-
SUM.
There are two reasons for presenting scenario 1.
First, traffic patterns usually change due to the effects
of a disaster. Second, the total number of trips also
decreases after the disaster. If the total number of
trips drops dramatically enough, the total VHT and
VMT of scenario 2 will be lower than scenario 0,
which produces a false result that traffic conditions
were improved after the disaster. Thus, the direct use
of the VHT and VMT differences between scenarios 0
and 2 can not accurately represent the actual indirect
economic costs of highway disruptions.
4.2 Analysis of indirect transportation economic
CO&S of highway &y&em
In this subsection, the costs of rerouting and conges-
tion delays and the cost of additional emissions and
pavement maintenance caused by Hurricane Katrina
are calculated. The calculation methods are presented
in section 3. Accordingly, the two key parameters,
VHT and VMT, are generated by VISUM for
scenarios 0, 1 and 2.
The total VHTs of POVs and trucks in the three
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Fig. 2 Emission-speed relationship
Based on this unit cost structure, the rerouting and
congestion costs, emission costs, and pavement main-
tenance costs in all three scenarios were calculated.
The results are listed in Tab. 1. Here, it is evident
that the congestion and rerouting costs are of the grea-
test influence to the indirect economic costs, while the
pavement maintenance cost is least influential among
the three costs in scenarios 0, 1 and 2 as shown in
Tab. 1.
Based on the economic cost data for scenarios 1 and
2 listed in Tab. 1, the difference in the three catego-
ries of the indirect economic costs of disruptions in
the highway network were computed and the results
are listed in Tab. 2. Here. the cost of rerouting delays
and congestion delays account for 98. 2% of the total
indirect cost for the highway system. The cost of ad-
ditional emissions and pavement maintenance contrib-
utes less than 2% to the total indirect cost.
Table 2 shows that the total daily indirect cost for
the highway system is 526340 $. According to the
report (Zhang 2010), vehicles were detoured from
their original routes for a total of two years and five
months (around 880 days), and disruptions of Bay
St. Louis Bridge and Biloxi Bay Bridge were the ma-
jor cause that forced vehicles to detour. It was as-
sumed that the daily indirect cost for the highway sys-
tem maintained the maximum value until one of the
two bridges was reopened to traffic after 615 days.
The daily indirect cost was then decreased linearly
with the restoring capacities of these two bridges from
the maximum cost to zero until all highways were reo-
pened. The total indirect cost for the highway system
during the study was estimated to be 393. 4 million $.
As part of the case study and to examine the eco-
nomic cost to the Mississippi Gulf Coast due to Hurri-
cane Katrina, the direct costs were investigated for
discussion purposes. The research team contacted
MDOT to obtain the repair and reconstruction cost for
the highway system due to Katrina. According to a
phone interview with B. B. House, the reconstruction
cost for the Biloxi Bay Bridge was 347214473 $ and
the cost for the Bay St. Louis Bridge was
283543242 $ (B. B. House, unpublished data). It
was difficult to collect the highway clean-up and small
repair and restoration costs. The total amount of
700 million $ was used to approximate the direct
..
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scenarios are as follows: scenario 0 (POV :
186050 h; truck: 41184 h), scenario 1 (POV:
181329 h; truck: 29867 h) , and scenario 2 (POV:
196486 h; truck: 31371 h). The daily differences in
VHTs between scenarios 1 and 2 with respect to POVs
and trucks are 15158 and 1504 h, respectively.
The unit vehicle-mile cost of emissions and pave-
ment maintenance adopted in this study is based on
per vehicle, including pavs and trucks. Only the to-
tal VMTs for all vehicles in the three scenarios are re-
ported. The daily total VMTs of all vehicles in sce-
narios 0, 1 and 2 are 10576234 miles, 9901950 mi-
les, and 10087136 miles, respectively. The daily
difference in the VMT of all vehicles in scenarios 1
and 2 is 185187 miles.
After the VHTs and VMTs of scenarios 0, 1 and 2
were obtained, the unit operating cost, emission cost,
pavement maintenance cost of POVs and trucks are
needed to calculate by the three categories of costs in
the highway system. The methods and procedures of
estimating unit cost data and sources in this research
are specifically discussed in the study report (Zhang
and Huang 2011): (1) the unit operating costs are
25.81 $/h (POV) and 83.68 $/h (truck); (2) the
unit emission costs at 45 mph are O. 043 $/mile
(POV) and O. 066 $/mile (truck), the unit emis-
sion costs at different average speeds are estimated
based on the emission-speed curve (Barth and
Kanok 2009) shown in Fig. 2; (3) the unit pave-
ment maintenance costs are O. 007 $ /mile ( POV)
and O. 630 $/mile (truck) .
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cost, which includes the repair and reconstruction cost of damages to highway systems.
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Tab. 1 Rerouting. emission. and pavement maintenance costs
Time
0:00-1 :00
1 :00-2 :00
2 :00-3 :00
3 :00-4:00
4 :00-5 :00
5 :00-6 :00
6 :00-7 :00
7:00-8:00
8 :00-9 :00
9 :00-10 :00
10:00-11 :00
11 :00-12 :00
12:00-13:00
13:00-14:00
14:00-15:00
15 :00-16 :00
16 :00-17 :00
17:00-18 :00
18:00-19:00
19:00-20 :00
20 :00-21 :00
21 :00-22 :00
22 :00-23 :00
23 :00-24 :00
Daily cost ( $ )
Total cost ( $ )
Travel cost per
veh-mile ( $ )
Congestion!
rerouting
cost ( $ )
52884
15093
60462
7546
7546
75646
247582
785648
321986
247551
305223
322043
417674
382237
391035
557383
830146
742129
528410
678505
481522
382201
247554
160195
8248201
Scenario 0
Emission
cost ( $ )
3213
918
3672
459
459
4590
14651
40194
18738
14646
17835
18742
23716
21910
22365
30410
41959
38431
29071
35767
26854
21908
14646
9624
454778
8777012
0.83
Pavement
maintenance
cost($)
523
149
598
75
75
747
2385
6543
3050
2384
2903
3051
3861
3567
3641
4950
6831
6256
4732
5823
4372
3566
2384
1567
74033
Congestion!
rerouting
cost($)
46170
12804
52871
6251
6251
66371
217138
678866
281948
217120
267186
281983
364662
334057
341616
484611
716204
641789
460077
587673
419661
336355
217124
140584
7179372
Scenario 1
Emission
cost ( $ )
3000
849
3431
422
422
4292
13711
37640
17540
13706
16694
17543
22209
20512
20937
28489
39304
35981
27245
33487
25152
20509
13707
9003
425785
7674470
0.78
Pavement
maintenance
cost ( $ )
488
138
558
69
69
699
2232
6128
2855
2231
2718
2856
3615
3339
3408
4638
6398
5857
4435
5451
4095
3339
2231
1466
69313
Congestion!
rerouting
cost($)
48187
13354
55254
6566
6566
69295
228379
741747
298088
228345
282289
298092
388161
354759
362893
520987
785200
699167
493285
637128
448407
354750
228345
147207
7696451
Scenario 2
Emission
cost ( $ )
3051
863
3492
430
430
4365
13944
38397
17855
13942
16987
17856
22614
20885
21317
29017
40101
36702
27739
34156
25615
20885
13943
9162
433748
8200810
0.81
Pavement
maintenance
cost($)
497
140
568
70
70
711
2270
6251
2907
2270
2765
2907
3681
3400
3470
4724
6528
5975
4516
5560
4170
3400
2270
1491
70611
Rail map or Gull' Coast Region in the tate or Mi: sissippi
4.3 Analysis of economic impact to railroad sys-
tem
The CSX rail line was heavily impacted by Hurricane
Katrina. The CSX rail tracks run from Pascagoula
( MS) to New Orleans (LA) across the State of Mis-
sissippi (Grenzeback and Lukmann 2009). The CSX
rail line is indicated as route C along the Gulf Coast in
Fig. 3. obtained from the MDOT website (http://
www.gomdot.comiDivisions/lntermodalPlanning/Re-
sources/Maps/pdf/Rails. pdf). Fig. 3
9 10
•
C ( 140 m il
.§
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Tab. 2 Hourly indirect costs of disruptions to highway system
Cost of rerouting delay Cost of additional emission Indirect cost of highway
Time
and congestion delay ( $ ) and pavement maintenance ( $ ) system impacted by Katrina ( $ )
0:00-1 :00 2017 60 2077
1 :00-2 :00 550 16 566
2 :00-3 :00 2383 71 2454
3 :00-4 :00 315 9 324
4 :00-5 :00 315 9 324
5 :00-6 :00 2924 85 3009
6 :00-7 :00 11241 271 11512
7 :00-8 :00 62881 880 63761
8 :00-9 :00 16140 367 16507
9:00-10:00 11225 275 11500
10 :00-11 :00 15103 340 15443
11 :00-12 :00 16109 364 16473
12:00-13:00 23499 471 23970
13:00-14:00 20702 434 21136
14 :00-15 :00 21277 442 21719
15 :00-16 :00 36376 614 36990
16 :00-17 :00 68996 927 69923
17 :00-18 :00 57378 839 58217
18 :00-19 :00 33208 575 33783
19 :00-20 :00 49455 778 50233
20 :00-21 :00 28746 538 29284
21 :00-22 :00 18395 437 18832
22 :00-23 :00 11221 275 11496
23 :00-24 :00 6623 184 6807
Total( Daily) 517079 9261 526340
According to the research of Grenzeback and Luk-
mann(2009) , two-thirds of CSX tracks from Mobile
( AL) to New Orleans (LA) and the railroad bridges
along the line were damaged. The part of the rail line
from Pascagoula (MS) to New Orleans (LA) was
the most severely damaged. To complete repairs and
reopen the rail trucks, CSX spent over five months
and 300 million $.
Due to inaccessibility of information directly from
CSX, a study conducted by Harris (2005) is refer-
enced for this analysis. Harris assumed that there
were 20 trains per day of CSX traffic that had to be
detoured after Katrina. The value of 20 trains per day
was used by the research team to estimate the indirect
economic cost of Katrina on the railroad system. Ac-
cording to the report (Harris 2005 ) , routes A and B
in Fig. 3 are two parts of a detour route from Mobile
to New Orleans after Katrina. The respective mileages
of these three routes in Fig. 3 are also obtained from
Harris's report (2005).
Based on the research of Zhang and Huang
(2011 ), the operation cost per ton per mile for CSX
was estimated at O. 026 $. The research team ob-
tained the rental fee for the track right-of-way (John
Couch, unpublished data). The rental fee for the
right-of-way per train miles was estimated at 81. 25 $
and the average total load of each train was assumed
to be 5850 tons.
The daily indirect cost for the railroad system was
estimated at 530855 $ per day. The indirect cost
consisted of two factors: operation cost and rent cost
of right-of-way. In this case, daily operation cost due
to extra detour distance is 197730 $ and rent cost of
right-of-way is 333125 $ per day. CSX's rail line
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from Mobile to New Orleans was closed for over five
months and cost 300 million $ to repair (Grenzeback
and Lukrnann 2009). The indirect economic cost for
the entire detoured period was over 79. 6 million $.
Thus, the total economic cost for the railroad system
was more than 379. 6 million $.
4.4 Analysis of case study
As mentioned above, the daily additional VHTs for
POVs and trucks in scenarios 1 and 2 after disruption
of the highway system were estimated to be 15158
and 1504 hours, respectively. The costs of rerouting
and congestion delays for POVs and trucks were
391228 $ and 125863 $ per day, respectively. The
costs of rerouting and congestion delays for POVs
were thus three times more than the truck costs and
accounted for 75. 66% of the total cost of rerouting
and congestion delay, as the POVs to truck ratio is
9 : 1 post-disaster. As shown in Tab. 2, the total
daily cost of rerouting and congestion delays was
517079 $ and accounted for 98. 24 % of total daily
indirect cost of the highway system, which was
526340 $. This percentage demonstrates that the re-
routing and congestion delays were the two major fac-
tors affecting indirect economic costs due to highway
disruptions after the disaster. The total indirect cost for
the highway system impacted by Katrina was estimated
at 393.4 million $. The direct cost for repair and re-
construction was estimated to be 700 million $.
For the railroad system, the daily indirect cost was
530855 $, which was larger than the daily indirect
cost for the highway system impacted by Katrina.
However, the operating costs were 197730 $. The
major factor of daily indirect economic cost of rail-
roads was rent cost of right-of-way, which was
333125 $ per day. The total direct cost was 300 mil-
lion $ and the total indirect economic cost was over
79. 6 million $ during the entire disruption period.
Therefore, the total economic cost for the railroad
system was more than 379.6 million $.
The daily indirect economic costs of the intermodal
transportation systems were 1057195 $. The total
consumer surplus for the intermodal transportation
systems during the entire disruption period was about
473 million $. The total transportation economic cost
Yi Wen et al.
of intermodal transportation systems disruptions in the
State of Mississippi due to Katrina was estimated at
1. 5 billion $.
The case study illustrates the detailed procedures of
the method to estimate the indirect economic costs
which is the basis of the consumer surplus of a region-
al transportation system disrupted by a disaster. By
following the procedures outlined herein, the econom-
ic costs of various recovery plans can be analyzed.
State DOTs and MPOs can use such results to facili-
tate decision makings.
5 Conclusions
In this study, a method was presented to estimate the
regional consumer surplus based on the indirect eco-
nomic costs of an intermodal transportation system
due to system disruptions by a disaster. The method
supplements existing research by introducing indirect
economic costs due to diverted vehicles and trains.
Analysis of indirect economic costs of a disaster can
be used or further expanded as a decision making tool
for State DOTs and MPOs to prioritize recovery plans
during a disaster.
This study also fills the gap of evaluating the trans-
portation economic impact of Hurricane Katrina to the
Gulf Coast Region in the State of Mississippi, where
the intermodal transportation systems were damaged.
According to the analytical methods proposed herein,
the total daily indirect economic cost of intermodal
transportation systems influenced by Katrina was
1057195 $. The daily indirect economic costs on the
highway system and the railroad system were
526340 $ and 530855 $, respectively, with a con-
sumer surplus of 473 million $ during the entire dis-
ruption period.
The major component of the daily indirect cost on
the highway system was rerouting and congestion de-
lays while on the railroad system was rent cost of
right-of-way. Therefore, economic costs related to
the diversion of vehicles and the rent cost of railroad
right-of-way must be considered when estimating eco-
nomic costs for a highway and railroad system after a
disaster.
The total transportation economic cost of intermodal
transportation systems disruptions due to Katrina in
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the State of Mississippi was nearly 1. 5 billion $.
Petterson et al. ( 2006) indicated that more frequent
and heavier storms are forecasted in the future accord-
ing to currently predicted climate-change scenarios.
Thus, the results of this paper demonstrate that the
method can provide useful information for State DOTs
and MPOs to assist in preparing for future disasters
and making decisions when faced with similar situa-
tions in the future.
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